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Introduction
Kevin R. Johnson argues for an open borders immigration policy for 
the United States. (Johnson 2007a) Instead of assuming the ineligibility 
of immigrants for admission to the U.S., Johnson’s proposal presumes 
their eligibility, only denying entrance to those who are dangerous due 
to threatening behavior or easily transmitted diseases. (Johnson 2007a: 
37) As he notes, there is some concern over what kind of impact a pro-
posal like his would make, for instance, whether open borders would 
result in a mass migration to the U.S.. (Johnson 2007a: 28, 210) Johnson 
states that even though there is a lack of empirical evidence providing 
support for what might occur under these circumstances, at the very 
least the new system “would be more orderly, humane, and fair than the 
current one.” (Johnson 2007a: 28)
	ǡơ
blocking entry to most noncitizens to “true dangers to national secu-
rity and public safety.” (Johnson 2007a: 207) Although it is common-
ly thought that restricted borders increase national security and pub-
ǡǲơ
terrorism.” (Johnson 2007a: 33) Individual assessments would reveal 
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potential dangers to national security and provide a database for better 
tracking of immigrants within the U.S. and shared intelligence between 
countries on those persons deemed to be threats. (Johnson 2007a: 196) 
Elsewhere Johnson writes that we would know “who is here, who is not, 
when they entered, and when they left (if they did).” (Johnson 2007b: 
163) Moreover the new system would be more orderly because “Enforce-
ơǡǡ
ǡ   ǳ ȋ ͣ͜͜͞ǣ ͟͟Ȍ  
federal courts would not be overwhelmed with immigration appeals. 
(Johnson 2007a: 179) 
For consistency’s sake, argues Johnson, the U.S. Government ought to 
also treat citizens and noncitizens alike because we value “freedom, lib-
erty, and equality.” (Johnson 2007a: 86-87) Furthermore, by treating 
noncitizens unequally the U.S. Government has created many moral 
ǡ  Ǥ-
documented immigrants risk their lives to cross into the U.S. “in pur-
suit of the American Dream.” (Johnson 2007a: 201) They are quick to get 
hired by U.S. employers as they work for relatively little money. (John-
son 2007a: 201) But because they have no legal protections, they are vul-
 ǡ   
Ǥȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ͟͝͞Ȍ͝͞-
umented immigrants currently living in the U.S., several such people 
are subject to horrendous treatment considered unacceptable had they 
been citizens (and thus recognized by the government as having cer-
tain rights). (Johnson 2007a: 61, 201) In addition, because many of the 
undocumented immigrants are people of color, “[t]he result is a racially 
segregated job market.” (Johnson 2007a: 104) When U.S. immigration 
law seeks to halt immigration, it is essentially seeking to halt many peo-
ple of color from entering the country. This can have negative impacts 
ǤǤǲǳ
it may suggest that certain groups of people, of which they are a part, are 
Ǥ ȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ ͜͢͝Ȍ	ǡ ǲǤǤǯ
ơ-
ơǦ-
ing in the United States that they are disfavored and less than full mem-
bers in U.S. society.” (Johnson 2007a: 106) Elsewhere, Johnson states 
that, “race is lawfully considered in the enforcement of the immigration 
laws. The Supreme Court has stated unequivocally that ‘the likelihood 
that any given person of Mexican ancestry is an alien is high enough to 
make Mexican appearance a relevant factor’ in making an immigration 
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Ǥǳȋ͜͜͜͞ǣͥ͞͠Ȍǡ
  
crossing the border into the U.S. rest on racist thinking. (Johnson 2007a: 
106) In sum, Johnson argues that the implications of restricted borders 
strongly support the adoption of a more open system.
Besides being more humane and fair, an open border also has its eco-
 ƤǤ      ͥͥ͜͝   
economists to an increase in immigrant labor. (Johnson 2007a: 133) Im-
migrants are willing to accept low-wage jobs few U.S. citizens want, thus 
increasing productivity and keeping prices for various goods and servic-
es low for consumers. (Johnson 2007a: 133-134) A closed borders system, 
ǡǲ
ƤǤǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ͟͝͡Ȍ
noted above, this is because many undocumented immigrants still en-
ter into the U.S. despite their not being admitted. Johnson goes so far 
as to say that closed borders “have not ended, and cannot end, unlawful 
immigration.” (Johnson 2007a: 169)
Johnson claims that his proposal of open borders is not “hopelessly 
‘utopian’.” (Johnson 2007a: 12) Again, we cannot quite predict what will 
occur under an open borders system. Nevertheless, “permeable borders 
 ǡ ǡ
practical necessity in the modern, deeply interconnected, and interde-
pendent global economy.” (Johnson 2007a: 12)
According to Johnson, some of the fundamental assumptions underly-
ing current U.S. law and policy regarding immigration include: “the ne-
cessity for the substantial restrictions… on the number of immigrants 
admitted into the country and… that strict limits must be enforced or 
the nation will be overrun with the hordes of the developing world.” 
(Johnson 2007a: 6) Related to this is “the presumption that migrants 
are inadmissible.” (Johnson 2007a: 9) Furthermore, U.S. immigration 
law assumes that “restrictions on immigration, as well as permitting de-
portations of certain groups of immigrants, are socially desirable, and… 
      ơ  -
Ǥǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ ͝͡Ȍǡǲ
problem with current U.S. immigration law is that it is founded on the 
idea that it is permissible, desirable, and necessary to restrict immi-
gration into the United States. A border is viewed as a barrier to entry, 
Ǥǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ͜͞͡Ȍ
what he takes as the two fundamental errors in restrictionist analyses. 
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ȋͣ͜͜͞ǣͥ͡Ȍǡǲ	ǡǥȑ
that history] demonstrates that the nation is prone to serious and pro-
found errors in judgment in its treatment of immigrants,” namely dis-
crimination. In addition, Johnson claims that restrictionists erroneously 
ơ-
ing people out. In the following section, we will lay out some of the main 
claims Johnson makes against restricted borders (thus leading him to 
favor an open borders approach) and comment on their plausibility.
Restricted Borders Policy and Racism
ǤǤ
ǤǤǤǡǲǡ-
migrants are people of color, discrimination against immigrants often 
translates directly into discrimination against people of color.” (Johnson 
ͣ͜͜͞ǣ͝͠Ȍ	ǡǤǤǲ-
nantly people of color from the developing world,” yet the U.S. restric-
tionist immigration policy serves to “racially segregate international la-
bor markets.” (Johnson 2007a: 104) Also, those who are admitted (in 
addition to those who immigrate to the U.S. illegally) work low-wage 
jobs “ultimately, [amounting] to a loose racial caste system created and 
enforced by the U.S. Immigration laws.” (Johnson 2007a: 104) So both 
hiring immigrants and denying some entry seem to reinforce racism 
for Johnson as these immigrants are primarily from developing coun-
tries, and because many developing countries are the birthplaces of 
Ǥǡ ǲơ 
certain groups of outsiders from entering the country stigmatize those 
Ǥǳ
ȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ ͜͢͝Ȍ	ǡǤǤǯ
ǲǳǤǤǦǦ
are “disfavored” and “less than full members in U.S. society.” (Johnson 
ͣ͜͜͞ǣ͝ ͜͢ǡͤ͜͝Ȍ-
ing people of color out of fear that those candidates for employment are 
undocumented immigrants. (Johnson 2007a: 111, 121) Part of what fuels 
Johnson’s claims of racism is the suspicion that the Minuteman Project 
(whose members’ aim is to take the law into their own hands in order 
ǡ-
der) is seated in racial hatred. (Johnson 2007a: 106, 114, 204)ͱ In these 
1  Precisely how Johnson might know that such prima facie racism by some in the 
Minutemen group is based on hatred is an open question since he does nothing to 
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passages, Johnson implies rather consistently that a restricted borders 
policy is necessarily racist. 
Contrary to what Johnson claims, however, a restricted borders policy 
ȋȌǤ
And Johnson even suggests this when he states that the passage of a (re-
Ȍǡͥ͢͝͡ǡǲ-
natory national-origins quota system and embraced colorblindness in 
Ǥǳȋ͞ ͣ͜͜ǣ͡ ͝Ȍ-
plicit racial discrimination within U.S. immigration law than there used 
to be (or even despite that “one cannot categorically state that the U.S. 
immigration laws are ‘racist’”), Johnson nevertheless sees the instances 
mentioned above as instances of racial discrimination associated with 
Ǥȋ͜͜͞ǣ͟͡͠Ȍ

into law. (Johnson 2000a: 299)
Not only is Johnson’s claim that current U.S. immigration policy is nec-
essarily racist, it is not clear that a policy of open borders would prevent 
racism as he seems to think. Indeed, racism might increase under open 
ǡǡ-
ing residents of a particular ethnicity and their contribution towards 
decreasing the likelihood of citizens’ current employment or future em-
ployment prospects. Current citizens, like those involved in the Min-
uteman Project, might also undertake drastic and even violent meas-
ures against those admitted under Johnson’s proposal. So open borders 
is not a necessary or even an adequate guard against racism in the U.S.. 
Johnson’s view seems to neglect the lengthy and harsh historical reali-
ties of racism in the U.S., from its very inception until the present day, 
most of which had little or nothing to do with U.S. immigration policy.
Restricted Borders Policy and Death
Johnson also seeks to point out the immoral consequences of the cur-
rent U.S. immigration system. One of the immoral consequences on 
which he focuses is the deaths he claims are a result of current immi-
ǤǤǦǤǡ
to “Operation Gatekeeper,” a Southern California border operation that, 
provide evidence of such hatred. After all, racism can be grounded in fear, power, 
Ǥǡ ȋǤ͜͜͟͞ǣ͠ȌǤƥ
with the immigration discourse is that it is often replete with unsupported accusa-
tions. What is needed, however, is reasoned discussion.
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ǡ͟ǡ͜͜͜Ǥ
ǣǲǤ-

ǡǡǤǳ
(Johnson 2007a: 3) Out of all the references Johnson cites, Operation 
Gatekeeper carries the majority of the weight in the claim that thou-

Gatekeeper. But is this evidence enough to ground his claim that cur-
rent U.S. restrictionist immigration law should be changed to an open 
border policy as Johnson suggests? Consider Johnson’s statement sug-
gesting the unstoppable force of immigration: “As many as 12 million 
undocumented immigrants live in the United States. This large popula-
ǡͥͥ͜͝ǡǤǤ-
ǥǳ ȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ͜͞͝Ȍ
͞͡Ǧ͜͠τ
currently residing in the U.S. were initially given a temporary visa but 
stayed longer than allowed, and it would seem that as many as 9 mil-
lion immigrants successfully cross the border without having a tempo-
rary visa. (Johnson 2007a: 176) In light of how many undocumented 
ǤǤǦǡ
few thousand deaths, while certainly morally disconcerting, enough to 
claim that the U.S. immigration policy is a bad thing, all relevant things 
ǫ 	ǡ ǯ  ơ -
ing an unsupported causal connection between what he construes as a 
ruthless and inhumane U.S. immigration policy and the deaths of a few 
thousand illegal immigrants. 
But there is, for all Johnson argues, no causal connection between U.S. 
restricted border policy and the deaths in question. The said deaths, 
while highly unfortunate, are the results of unscrupulous border smug-
ƥǡͲ drug dealers, and attempts to cross the border il-
legally that ended in starvation, dehydration, and death. But how is it 
the fault of U.S. immigration policy and its putative right to restrict its 
own borders?ͳ It is surprising that Johnson does not draw this inference 
2 ƥ  ǡ
(2008: 106-108), (http://www.bsos.umd.edu/gvpt/lpbr/subpages/reviews/john-
ͤ͜͜͞Ǥǡͣ͝͜͞͝͝Ȍǡƪ
the two categories.
3  Johnson disagrees with the idea that the U.S. has a right to restrict its own bor-
ders. But he must do far more than simply state and restate his assertion in order 
to have it taken seriously. This is especially true in light of the widespread moral 
intuition that countries have moral rights to protect and delimit their populations. 
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ƥ
ȋȌǤ
tragic, this is not the result of U.S. border policy so much as it is telling 
-
ple to such drastic measures to take such tremendous risks with their 
lives. While Johnson is correct to state that the deaths are unaccepta-
ble, they are not properly construed as collateral damage of U.S. border 
policy, though such deaths might be the indirect result of U.S. foreign 
ȋǡ	ȌǤ
But this is another issue that is beyond the purview of this paper.
Restricted Borders Policy and Exploitation
In addition to the deaths of many of those seeking to migrate to the U.S., 
“heightened immigration enforcement has spurred a booming industry 
ƥǤǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ͜͞͝Ȍ-
ed immigrants pay smugglers up to thousands of dollars to come to the 
ǤǤǡͥͥ͜͝-
der operations. (Johnson 2007a: 113, 201) And once these undocument-
ǤǤǦǡǤǤ
to hire them because they work so well and for so little pay. (Johnson 
2007a: 201) Such immigrants arguably have it worse since they are not 
acknowledged as having many rights: Johnson notes instances of labor 
operations working under hideous conditions akin to slavery. (Johnson 
2007a: 113, 122-124) Of course, the conditions of poverty in which many 
such immigrants live are well known.
ǡ
consider an opportunity. Indeed, that is the primary reason for the im-
  ƤǤ   -
ǡ-
    ǡ 
-
portunity in the U.S.. And so long as the result of the immigrants’ em-
ployment in the U.S. provides a net gain over what they had prior to 
ǡǡ
morally speaking. After all, it is an open question as to whether or not 
 Ǥǡ ǡ
Assumed here is that the U.S., for instance, is a morally legitimate state, a claim that 
ƤǡǤ-
yond the scope of this discussion.
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ǯ-
Ƥ-
Ǥ
Johnson might respond to this by suggesting that we ought to acknowl-
edge and prioritize the individual rights of noncitizens particularly be-
cause we value human rights within liberal theory. (Johnson 2003: 200) 
Johnson quotes U.S. President Barack Obama as encouraging U.S. citi-
zens and their loved ones and friends who are undocumented immi-
grants that “help is on the way” and notes that, on the other hand, it is 
not clear that “immigrants and their friends, families, and supporters 
can see help anywhere but on the very distant horizon.” (Johnson 2009: 
1608) In stating this, Johnson suggests that the government should help 
ǡǡǤǡ
needs to ground the claim that undocumented immigrants should have 
the right to be treated equally among citizens. Doris Provine writes in 
her review of Opening the Floodgates, “At times [Johnson] appears curi-
ously out of touch with how poor the current social support system is in 
Ǥǡǡ
workers do not have free health care, without noting that many Ameri-
can citizens also lack such coverage.” (Provine 2008: 106-108) If Provine 
is correct, it appears that Johnson (whether intentionally or not) some-
times even prioritizes noncitizens over citizens. 
Restricted Borders Policy is Impossible to Enforce
For Johnson, not only have “border enforcement measures… punished, 
ǡǡǡǡƤ-
cantly reduced undocumented immigration. Thus, they have been both 
ơǤǳȋ͞ ͣ͜͜ǣ͝ ͝͝Ȍǡ
ǤǤǦǡ
there has been an increase of illegal immigrants in the U.S.. (Johnson 
ͣ͜͜͞ǣ͢͝Ȍ ǡ  ǲ
ƥǡǡǤǳȋ
2007a: 176) People were willing to break the law, and violence and death 
resulted from the strict enforcement of that law. (Johnson 2007a: 177) 
Johnson states that eventually “the government found that more mod-
est forms of regulation of the alcohol industry, such as licensing, were 
ǡǡơǤǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣͣͣ͝Ȍ
we continue this analogy between immigration and Prohibition laws, 
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then we would seem to be suggesting a restrictionist-type law and pol-
icy, not the presumption of eligibility that Johnson proposes. (Johnson 
2007a: 37) Furthermore, it is worrisome that Johnson seems to be rea-
soning as follows: If one cannot stop something and trying to stop it re-
sults in more negative consequences, then one should legalize it. But 
if one cannot stop drug smuggling and trying to stop it results in addi-
tional negative consequences, it does not mean drugs should be legal-
ized. It might well mean instead that the policy in question needs revi-
sion instead of abandonment. Moreover, Johnson’s reasoning depends 
upon his being able to establish an adequate casual connection between 
U.S. immigration policy and enforcement, on the one hand, and the 
deaths of would-be immigrants in question, on the other. If he cannot 
establish such a connection, then the negative consequences fail to pro-
ƪǤ
ǡƪ-
gration might be rather great indeed.
Despite arguing for the impossibility of border controls, there seems 
to be some tension within Johnson’s outlook with regard to how many 
immigrants actually desire to enter the U.S... Johnson thinks that many 
immigrants are slipping in under closed borders. (Johnson 2007a: 114) 
ǤǤǡǤ-
ǡǲȑơ-
ent countries] encourage would-be immigrants to circumvent the law.” 
ȋͣ͜͜͞ǣͣ͝͡Ȍǡǲ
lines so unrealistic that they provide no realistic avenue for migration. 
   Ǥǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ ͣ͝͡Ȍ
when Johnson addresses the restrictionist concern of large-scale im-
migration as a result of open borders (that it “would reduce social co-
hesion and possibly increase racism against immigrants of color”), he 
states “[t]his is far from self-evident.” To support this idea, he notes: 
“The number of immigrants lawfully admitted into the United States 
annually ranged between 1 and 1.9 million during the 1990s… Although 
these numbers may seem high to some observers, they hardly suggest 
ǮƪǯǦ-
missions system.” (Johnson 2007a: 187) These last comments of John-
son’s seem to suggest that because there have not been large numbers 
of legal immigrants into the U.S., we can safely assume a mass immi-
gration would not occur under an open borders system. But this fails to 
take into account the millions of undocumented immigrants and “long 
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ǳ  Ǥ ȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ ͣ͝͡Ȍ 
that Johnson would admit that so many millions want to migrate to the 
U.S. but not be concerned with the likelihood that a great tide of immi-
ƪǡǡ
that “Most people the world over would prefer to stay put in their na-
Ǥǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣͣ͢͝Ȍǡǲǡ-
ǡȂȂǡǳ

the tough enforcement currently applied at the border?
ǡǲ-
clination to leave their native soil” just like most U.S. citizens have no 
ơ-
Ǥȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ͜͢͞Ȍơ
between U.S. states as there are between the U.S. and other countries? 
That is, are there more incentives for non-U.S. citizens to move to the 
U.S. than there are for U.S. citizens to move between states? And if so, 
ơǯ
immigration policy?
A Policy of Open Borders
In reviewing and ultimately rejecting the restrictionist assumptions, 
Johnson hopes to make a case for open U.S. borders. (Johnson 2007a: 
ͥȌǤǲ
ơǡǡǡ-
ally, and places itself on the moral high ground.” (Johnson 2007a: 16) 
What he takes to be U.S. values like equality and multiculturalism and 
democratic principles support open borders and it helps prevent “dis-
ǡǡǡ-
tion laws allow[s], if not encourage[s].” (Johnson 2007a: 168-169) Addi-
tionally, restricted borders policy (presumably, of any kind) simply does 
not do what it seeks to accomplish: it does not keep immigrants out. 
(Johnson 2007a: 16) 
But in contrast to restricted borders policy, precisely what does “open 
borders” mean? In Johnson’s proposal, open borders means no limit on 
the number of immigrants who can come into the country (such as the 
elimination of the current diversity visa system and family and employ-
ment preferences), although immigrants would need to obtain a visa 
from the U.S. Government. (Johnson 2007a: 37) The visa process would 
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involve doing a background check on the immigrant’s health history 
and criminal record and, if cleared, would confer status onto the im-
migrant equal to a lawful permanent resident. (Johnson 2007a: 37-39) 
Johnson mentions repeatedly that under his proposal, “Only nonciti-
zens guilty of crimes demonstrating that they pose a danger to pub-
lic safety, proven terrorists, and persons with communicable diseases 
that constitute a substantial public-health risk would be denied entry 
into the United States.” (Johnson 2007a: 38) A second alternative to this 
“would be to allow labor migration within the nations that are a party 
to the North American Free Trade Agreement.” (Johnson 2007a: 172, 43)
Furthermore, given the longstanding and often vehement disagree-
ment between various sectors of the U.S. immigration problem, it is a 
bit unclear that multiculturalism is a value held by most U.S. citizens, 
as Johnson seems to think it is. And there are millions of such citizens 
who would argue, plausible or not, that various democratic principles 
would not, all relevant things considered, support an open borders pol-
icy. Whether or not they are correct in their reasoning, it is a bit pre-
sumptuous of Johnson to simply assert without independent argument 
ƤǤǤǤ
out to not be the case, then whatever turns out to be a U.S. value fails to 
serve as strong support for Johnson’s policy of open U.S. borders.
Given the above considerations, Johnson’s reasoning as to why a restric-
tive policy on immigration is wrong is itself problematic. But there are 
ƥ
on immigration.
Why Open Borders?
ǡǡǡ-
ƤǡƤ-
cally for an open borders policy? First, Johnson believes that it would 
ƤǤǤǤ ȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ ͟͝͝Ȍ 
ȋ
ƪȌǡǦƤ-
ly keep prices for various goods and services low. (Johnson 2007a: 133) 
ǡǡƪ-
ƪ-
Ǥȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ ͟͝͡Ȍ ǲ
ȀƤǳƥ
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(Johnson 2007a: 28), and one wonders whether the status of “lawful 
permanent resident” Johnson would confer on most immigrants (which 
Ȍơ
of immigrant labor related to these types of claims. (Johnson 2007a: 
͝͠͞Ǧ͟͝͠Ȍ 	ǡ        
ǲǳ
which would drive down wages for both the skilled and unskilled. John-
son acknowledges this basic point but is more persistent with focusing 
ơǡǲǳ
of natives (rather than displace) and thus enhance productivity. (John-
ͣ͜͜͞ǣ͢͝͠Ȍ
of unskilled U.S. blacks will be threatened by immigrants is that it “may 
well be an enduring characteristic of capitalism and a market economy, 
ǥǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ͝͠͡Ȍ
also suggests elsewhere that the “lagging economic times” is a result of 
“the cyclical nature inherent in the capitalist system” as opposed to a 
result of increased immigration. (Johnson 1993: 1162) But whether or 
not Johnson is correct that capitalism or a market economy is respon-
ǤǤơ
ƪ  ǡ     -

Ǥʹơǡ
full blame for economic downturns cannot be placed on immigration, 
Ƥ-
cause of its contribution to an increased and, for all Johnson argues, an 
ever-increasing supply of workers.
Johnson does suggest that a wealth distribution policy could be put 
ơ
ƤǤȋͣ͜͜͞ǣ͢͝͠Ȍǡ
ǲơ-
Ǥǳȋ
ͣ͜͜͞ǣ͢͝͠Ȍǡ
ơǤǤǤǡǲȑȒǡ-
tive decline in domestic wages due to immigration has been estimated 
at about 1 percent,” then it is not clear why we would need such policies 
Ƥȋơ-
ing of natives). (Johnson 2007a: 146)
4 ǡƤ-
ated: Borjas (1999).
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There is some further gray area within the claim that open borders is 
ƤǤǡ-
mit some level of border enforcement given the possibility that true 
  Ƥ 
U.S. despite being denied entry at border checkpoints. With this being 
ǡǤǤơ-
force borders, albeit less intensely?
Environmental Concerns With Open Borders Policy
ƪ-
ǤǤ-
vironmental concerns have been raised, and that these “segments of 
the environmental movement have had distinctly anti-immigrant, na-
tivist strands.” (Johnson 2007a: 24) Johnson argues, “with its environ-
mental protections and a commitment to conservation not often found 
ǡơ
environmentally conscious alternative to a migrant’s homeland.” (John-
son 2007a: 24) This includes environmental protections, recycling pro-
grams and a general concern over being more environmentally friendly. 
ȋͣ͜͜͞ǣͥ͝͡Ȍ	ǡǤǤ
population “might” increase under an open borders system, it would 
probably have increased anyway due to the amount of illegal immigra-
tion. (Johnson 2007a: 24) Open border advocates like Johnson, more-
over, bear the moral burden of demonstrating how immigration does 
ơ    
ƪǡǤ
for Johnson to later state that “it is far from self-evident that the United 
Ǥǳȋͣ͜͜͞ǣͥ͝͡Ȍ-
tion concern “a scare-tactic” is disingenuous given the legion of ecolo-
ơ
Ǥȋͣ͜͜͞ǣͤ͝͡Ȍ-
ronmental concern is especially surprising given that in his earlier work 
he has admitted “there may be legitimate reasons, such as environmen-
tal and population concerns, which some rely upon to justify immigra-
Ǥǳȋͥͥ͝͡ǣ͟͝͡͠Ȍ
legitimate especially to indigenous groups such as the Dine, the Apach-
ǡǡǡǤǡ
to why they are not as legitimate as they may seem. It appears that in 
ƪǡ
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gender and class, Johnson has truly and completely neglected the mor-
al rights of those who most certainly possess the greatest moral claims 
to what is commonly referred to as the territory of the U.S.. For there 
is absolutely no question given the history of the Americas, especially 
North America, that immigration has proven to have one of the most 
ơ Ǥ   
U.S.’s mitigated open door policy of immigration that has wrought con-
siderable damage on indigenous nations. Perhaps this is the most mor-
ǯƪ-
gates. Whatever small ways in which indigenous groups might be able 
ǡƤǡ
ǦǡǯƤ-
Ǥ-
nation as to how it is that his open borders policy would not, albeit un-
ǡǲƤǳǲǳ
in the U.S..
	ǡƪ
U.S. will genuinely and adequately address the poverty and unmet need 
Ǥ-
siasts like Johnson see open borders as the only answer to the humani-
tarian crisis that is the immigration problem, we believe that a better 
form of humanitarianism is a kind of responsible compassion that seeks 
-
ǤǤ-
ican government that would create and sustain a wide range of educa-
tional and employment opportunities, among other unmet needs. In 
ǡƤ͊͠-
nually for such purposes, subtracting the amount of money it costs the 
ǤǤ ǡƤ
their ways into the U.S. each year. This would provide an incentive for 
ǤǤǦǡ
cost of such policing for the U.S.. This would address problems of over-

an open borders policy of immigration that Johnson prefers. In turn, 
ǤǤơ-
most unfettered population increases caused in part by immigration, 
ǤǤơ
 Ƥ  ǯ    
they already have by current U.S. immigration policy.
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Conclusion
ǲƤƤȑȒ
ƥ-
ǡǳȋ͜͜͟͞ǣ͞͝͡Ȍ
Ƥ
system and provided reasons to support an open one, the aim of our 
paper has been to question his reasoning. This has involved denying 
that restrictionist thinking is inherently discriminatory and question-
ing whether open borders would reduce racism. In addition, we have 
urged Johnson to provide a direct causal connection between U.S. im-
migration law and policy and the deaths of persons attempting to cross 
ǡ
and noncitizens alike in some matters. Furthermore, Johnson needs to 
ơ
ǡǡơ
the environment. Even worse is the implications of his open borders 
policy for indigenous nations. As Johnson notes, “this book outlines a 
general proposal with, as one might say, the devil remaining in the de-
tails.” (Johnson 2007a: 36) Unfortunately, Johnson does not describe his 
claims in enough detail to determine any real winner in the debate over 
immigration law and policy, thus tempting one to seriously doubt the 
comparatively well-ordered state Johnson describes under an open bor-
ders system.
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